


OUTLINE: 

• Adversarial games and dynamical systems: Pontryagin,
 Bellman. 
• Need for extensions and new theory. 
• An operator-theoretic perspective.  
• Coarse-graining and operator theory. 
• Uncertainty and need for better sampling methods: DSample. 
• A non-adversarial example and comments: search. 



• The Homicidal Chauffeur problem. 

C. Marchal (1970’s) 



Pontryagin Hamiltonian: 

Dynamical system: 

Trajectory geometry: 

C. Marchal (1970’s) 



B. Rhoads and I.M. (2009) 

-Solve Hamilton-Jacobi-Bellman PDE 
  for the value function V 
-Use Backward Integration, 
 sample from possible final angles. 

The value function 

Field of extremals  



Citizens: 
1) Random movement (Moore neighborhood) 
2) Release from jail if the number of days at jail is 
equal to the assigned jail term 
3) Calculating state: 

Hardship H~U(0,1) 
Risk Aversion R~U(0,1) 

Cops: 
1) Arrest an active citizen in vision (jail term U(0,Jmax)) 
2) Random movement (Moore neighborhood) 

Parameters: 
agent vision = 14; maximum jail term = 120 
citizen density = 0.7; cop density = 0.01; cop speed = 4 

Fonoberova et al (2009) 



•  Problems of adversarial dynamic game have aspects that can utilize 
       machinery of geometric dynamical systems theory. 
•  This machinery is not well developed for problems with large number 
      of degrees of freedom; in fact, a change of perspective (a la Bellman) 
      is needed, while not forgetting geometry. 
•  Adversarial dynamic game problems in large #DOF situations need 
      theory of reduced order models. 

The rest of the talk: 

• Operator theory and geometry of dynamical systems. 
• Coarse graining from dynamics. 
• Uncertainty and sampling. 
• Search. 



Time averages and invariant measures: 



flow:  

€ 

v(x,u) ⋅ ∇f



Invariant sets by Koopman eigenfunctions 
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Dynamical graph decomposition 

Collective coordinates: actions 

Jacobian: H-V decomposition!!! 

Dynamics: switching between large-scale  
coherent states using small input 



Invariant sets in high dimensional systems 
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Laplace transform and transient modes 

Spectral decomposition 
 of a fully nonlinear system 
uses spectrum of U=PT. 



1/N Convergence of DSAMPLE (d = 2) 
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1/N 



DSample: Deterministic Test Vectors for Accurate Sampling 

-DSample algorithm automatically produces test vectors (e.g. for model checking), beating the curse of
 dimensionality while not inducing the curse of time-complexity. 
Example of use: for accuracy of 10-6 existing methods require 1012 samples 
                while the new, Dynamical Systems based method requires  
                a million samples. 

Convergence of the new sampling algorithm 
for dimension of state space = 10, 100, and 1000 

Sharp increase in accuracy with new  
Sampling tool (blue) vs standard method (red) 

Projection of 
samples on  
2-D plane 
for DSample 
showing  
ordered  
structure of 
samples 

Log # samples 

1/N 1/N 1/N 

MC 

MC 

DSample 

DSample 

Projection of 
samples on  
2-D plane 
for  
Monte-Carlo 
(MC) 
showing  
disordered  
structure of 
samples 
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Description of the Explore Mode 
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Description of the Explore Mode (cont.) 
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Description of the Explore Mode (cont.) 

Uniform Prior Non-Uniform Prior 



Statistics: 5000 Target Positions Drawn (DSample) from
 Prior 

Intensity of red color is proportional to prior density 
Gray color corresponds to foliage 
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Movie Here 
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Simplified Scheme of the Algorithm 

Explore Mode 

Rechecking Mode 

ntot = n0; ndet > γ0 

ntot = n1; ndet > γ1 

Target Found 

yes 

yes 

no 

no 



Uncertainty Analysis in High Dimensional Problems: DSample 

IM 



Statistics: 5000 Target Positions Drawn (DSample) from
 Prior 

Intensity of red color is proportional to prior density 
Gray color corresponds to foliage 
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1.  For given PFA (= PFA,group),  PMD (= 1 – PD,group),  sfa,  sd compute n0 and
 γ0: 

2.  For  given sensor frequency f and estimate of search stopping time
 Tstop find: 

3.  Compute n1 and γ1: 

4.  Initialize measurement history map and list of target suspects to zero 
5.  Deploy searchers 
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Our Search Strategy 

Neyman-Pearson lemma 

Neyman-Pearson lemma 

Expected errors per n0 measurements 
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Our Search Strategy (cont.) 
6.  Explore mode: cover search area and update measurement history map 
7.  When the number of measurements at a location becomes n0, check if the

 number of detections at the location exceeds γ0: if yes, add the location
 to the list of target suspects 

8.  Starting from the most likely targets, assign target suspects to available
 neighbor searches in explore mode and change their mode to rechecking 

9.  Rechecking mode: move toward the target suspect, then slowly fly above
 the location to do extra n0 measurements then switch to explore mode 

10.  After rechecking, if the ratio of detections to the number of measurements
 exceeds γ1/n1, keep the location in the list of target suspects, otherwise
 remove it from the list 

11.  When the number of measurements at a location becomes n1, check if
 the number of detections at the location exceeds γ1: if yes, declare that
 the target is found and stop search 

12.  If stopping time is reached, declare that target is in the foliage 
13.  Repeat steps 4 – 12 to get statistics of search times 
14.  Repeat steps 2 – 13 to adjust the stopping time Tstop, if needed. 















Metric uncertainty on compact metric spaces 



Uncertainty and Monge-Kantorovich Theory 



Uncertainty and Monge-Kantorovich Theory 



Average Metric Uncertainty 



Uncertainty, Monge-Kantorovich, Shannon 









Uncertainty Analysis in High Dimensional Problems 



Uncertainty Analysis in High Dimensional Problems 

IM 



Uncertainty Analysis in High Dimensional Problems 

IM 



Uncertainty Analysis using DSample 








